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Where did the contamination at MMR come from?  Where did the contamination come from?



In 1978, contamination was detected in a town of 

Falmouth water supply well, located over 1.5 miles away from 

the base. 

There was mistrust and concern in the community, and 

virtually no opportunities for the public to be informed and 

involved in the process. 

The only advisory committee at the time was closed to the 

media and general public.

Sampling of local private drinking water wells begins, 

with some having JBCC-related detections of 

contaminants in them.

Otis Air National Guard Base/Camp Edwards was 

added to the National Priorities List (Superfund) in 1989.

Early State of Program and Community Relations (1978-1996)



•November 1999

•September 1995

•IAGWSP Program History & Update

Media Coverage in the 1990s

•10





60% Design – A Critical Turning Point
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A roller coaster ride of emotion was felt by the

community transitioning from 1995 to 1996 as 

a 60% design outlining plans to address all the 

plumes simultaneously was unveiled.  

This resulted in a big setback and necessitated a transfer of management 

control from the Air Guard to AFCEC.

The 60% design raised serious reservations

about the ability to implement it without

adversely affecting ponds, rivers and the

aquifer in general.  



The discovery of EDB in the 

Coonamessett River in 1996 and 

Quashnet River in 1997 resulted in 

cranberries not being marketable 

and full DoD compensation to 

growers and towns.

Cranberries at JBCC



JBCC – Citizen Activism
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Since 1985, many people –

including some military leaders –

have credited citizen advocates 

as being the catalyst for cleanup 

at Joint Base Cape Cod.



Residents were afraid and concerned about the safety of their drinking water and 

area ponds, elevated cancer rates, and property values.



Homeowners in Falmouth receive a notice from the Air Force that their private wells may 

be contaminated, need to be tested, and bottled water is being delivered as a precaution.



Residents place a sign where contamination was in the Coonamessett River, Falmouth.



Published by Association to 

Preserve Cape Cod
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JBCC Media Coverage
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“A major six-part investigative series by the Cape Cod Times (Hyannis, MA) 

found the cleanup of the Massachusetts Military Reservation on Cape Cod 

has been a $165 million failure as the base continues to pollute. Federal, 

state and military officials couldn't halt the flow of poison in the Upper Cape's 

ground water.” 

•Published Jan. 5-10, 1997





• AFCEC’s goals

Conduct cleanup of sole-source aquifer quickly

Establish community-based program

Develop a collaborative process with the regulatory agencies

Regain public trust by obtaining THEIR approval of the process

AFCEC challenges…

Negative public perception

Extensive media coverage

Intense political/regulatory reaction 

Expectations for expedited investigation and

remedy implementation

AFCEC assumes management role at JBCC in 1996



High Level Political, Regulatory, and Military Involvement Due to Public Concerns

Officials gather for signing ceremony for the 

first groundwater cleanup system in 1994.

State and federal elected officials; ANG, National
Guard, Army, Coast Guard and regulatory high level
officials were all involved. “Underground Chernobyl”
is the description given by the late Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, pictured center, about the state of
groundwater contamination at the base. It ran in
various local and Boston print, radio and video news
outlets.

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force, Environment, Tad McCall and a
few years later Sherri Wasserman-
Goodman became directly involved in
the base environmental issues. Visiting
and participating in public and internal
events/meetings.



Letter to Former Mass. Governor Mitt Romney Promising Base Cleanup for Lease Renewal



What did JBCC Team do to turn the 

tables around back then?

◼ Substantial increase in project funding and staff (over 300 

contractors, 25 government staff.   (6 full time CI)

◼ Quick remedy selection and massive construction effort.

◼ Established better working relationship with area news 

media and local residents.

◼ Conducted 75-100 team and neighborhood meetings/yr.

◼ Gave numerous tours, speaking engagements, etc.

◼ Distributed hundreds of fact sheets, news releases, and 

neighborhood notices.

◼ Created an IRP website and later an on-line Administrative 

Record.

◼ Provided all information possible to the public, libraries and 

news media quickly.



JBCC Restoration Program Review
Addressing Off-Base Exposure

• Bottled water

• Water hookups

• In-home water filtration units

• Private well sampling

• Wellhead treatment at 

municipal wells

• Replace impacted municipal 

wells

• Increase water supply with 

new wells



Media coverage late 1999 - 2010s





Community Involvement Today

❑ Conduct outreach to potentially affected homeowners 

regarding testing of private wells, results, response 

actions, access for drilling test wells.

❑ Updates to local boards of health/selectmen.

❑ Conduct public meetings.

• JBCC Cleanup Team (2-4 per year)

• Neighborhood meetings (1-3 per year)

❑ Public comment periods for plumes and source areas 

(Traditional sites/plumes, MMRP sites, PFOS/PFOA).

❑ Review of area dig safes to identify potential water well 

installations in plume areas.  Coordination with boards of 

health, well drillers, owners.



The community is knowledgeable and interested in what happens.

Involve all stakeholders as early as possible.

Provide the bad information with the good as soon as possible.

Be open-minded and respond timely.

The implementation of many cleanup actions will not be possible without 

stakeholder involvement and support.  This applies to more than environmental 

work at JBCC.

Bottom Line:  acceptance and honesty with everyone including those 

vehemently opposed to the action/project at hand is critical.

Acceptance that the public has a right to be involved and have their 

concerns addressed in a timely manner.   Not wanting to answer questions, 

delaying, or not fully addressing issues will lead to less, not more credibility, 

and reduces success.

Honesty with the public.  If the public feels you are hiding, dodging, or just 

don’t care then success will be difficult or impossible to attain.

Key Lessons Learned



Current Observations

Much positive work has been accomplished by the IRP and IAGWSP 

in the past 20+ years.

However, the credibility of these and other JBCC organizations can be 

compromised by the actions the military takes in dealing with the 

public.  Many people see it as one base, one entity:  “THE MILITARY”.

All contamination, noise and other concerns should be addressed to 

the full satisfaction of the public as possible.

AFCEC is currently involved with several per- and polyfluroalkyl 

substances (PFAS) investigations and remedy implementation.  The 

process includes public participation activities (public comment period 

on proposed plans; updates to the JBCC Cleanup Team and stakeholder 

emails lists, etc.)



Available Resources

Lessons Learned (above), Installation Restoration Program 

groundwater plume book (right) and other program 

documents such as the letter from Governor Mitt Romney 

(below) committing to base cleanup for a lease extension 

for the base can be found on our webpage (top middle), at:

https://www.massnationalguard.org/JBCC/afcec.html



Available Resources Continued

IAGWSP Website
http://jbcc-iagwsp.org

Main Libraries of: Falmouth, 

Mashpee, Sandwich and 

Bourne

AFCEC online 

administrative record. 
https://ar.afcec-cloud.af.mil

AFCEC and IAGWSP Staff:
Doug Karson, 508.524.9206

Pam Richardson, 339.202.9360

Two books were written about the cleanup efforts in the mid to 

late 1990s.  Local libraries may have copies.  They are for sale 

on several websites.  The author or the Association to Preserve 

Cape Cod might be additional resources for obtaining copies.

http://jbcc-iagwsp.org/

